Opinion mining tools enable users to efficiently process a large number of online reviews in order to determine the underlying opinions. This paper presents a Hybrid 
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Consumers often consult the opinion of others when considering purchasing decisions. For instance, it is common to seek out the opinion of friends, favourite bloggers and reviewers to make a decision about purchasing a product, voting for a political candidate or choosing a movie. Opinions, often in the form of reviews, are increasingly being published on websites, blogs and social media outlets. Organisations 35 invest considerable resources to collate and analyse online material in order to analyse the underlying user trends regarding consumer sentiments, and use such information to improve their products and services and to shape their production strategies and marketing campaigns. The challenge is that online opinions are predominantly expressed in natural language text, and hence opinion mining tools are required to 40 facilitate the effective extraction and analysis of opinions from unstructured text. Such tools often adopt algorithms from Natural Language Processing, Information Retrieval and Machine Learning disciplines.
Opinion mining is commonly implemented by extracting contents for a specific domain (e.g. movie, music, and product) and performing opinion mining at various 45 levels of text granularity: document, sentence or domain feature level. At document and sentence level, opinion mining aims to classify the overall sentiment orientation that is expressed in a document [10] , [23] , [24] or a sentence [6] , [17] . Opinion mining at the domain feature level is considered to be a difficult task because it requires deep understanding of the sentence structure and knowledge of the problem domain (e.g. 50 movie reviews) in order to correctly classify sentences based on their polarity.
Particularly challenging is the extraction of the domain feature mentions (e.g. actress,
show, script, story) from the reviews and associating each domain feature with its corresponding sentiment to determine its polarity score (e.g. the beauty of the script +1;
Bulletproof Heart is not an excellent movie -1; The great Matt Craven will probably 55 be forever remembered +1). Opinion mining at domain feature level can be further considered for enhancing the opinion classification task via summing or averaging the polarity score of each extracted domain feature to determine the numerical rating of the review (e.g. 4,3,2,1 and 0 for very positive, positive, neutral, negative, and very negative respectively).
Opinion mining research at domain feature level employs different approaches such as Association Rule Mining, Machine Learning and Semantic Knowledgebase approaches to primarily improve the outcome of the domain feature extraction task, which consequently enhances the performance of opinion classification task.
Association Rule Mining approaches primarily rely on Natural Language Processing 65 techniques to identify nouns and noun phrases to be domain features, whereas Machine Learning approaches rely on a large set of training data to learn domain features from reviews. More recently, Semantic Knowledgebase approaches have been deployed for domain feature extraction with promising success. The Semantic Knowledgebase approaches are based on utilising domain knowledgebase to extract domain features 70 from reviews, which contains a conceptualized knowledge background of the domain.
The Domain Knowledge captures the key concepts and relations of the problem domain's environment, which is then populated with entities and facts/events that subscribe to the modelled concepts and relations [9] . Such domain knowledge can be utilised to improve the performance of domain feature extraction task. Semantic Web 75 technologies organise knowledge in a formalised Semantic Knowledgebase that provides efficient support for linking and sharing data between resources, and presenting data in a way that computer machines can process. In addition, the formalised Semantic Knowledgebase is capable of presenting the domain knowledge in a structured and consistent manner which facilitates the qualitative interpretation of 80 domain specific contents in a way that people can understand. Moreover, Semantic Web technologies provide support for enriching the modelled domain knowledgebase with relevant ground facts from public-sourced Linked Open Data resources. A chief challenge for the Semantic Knowledgebase approaches is the collection of sufficient domain-related data to produce a sufficiently rich Semantic Knowledgebase that drives 85 the domain feature extraction task [3] .
Recently, the integration of Semantic knowledgebase and Machine Learning methods has emerged as an effective approach for improving the process of opinion mining at domain feature level, in particular, for enhancing the opinion classification task [32] , [36] . However, the reported efforts have mainly focused on binary 90 classification tasks, i.e., identifying whether the content has a positive or negative opinion. The work presented in this paper is principally motivated by the need to develop a Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach to enhance the performance of opinion mining at domain feature level and to improve opinion classification on a multi-point scale (i.e., multi-class classification). The proposed 95 approach has been applied to the movie reviews problem domain.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: research contribution is presented in Section 2 and related work is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses in detail the proposed Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach for opinion mining, which covers capturing domain knowledgebase, extracting and 100 classification processes. Section 5 discusses the experimental evaluation, and Section 6 provides an overview of the proposed approach and how it can be applied to other domains. Finally, a conclusion and discussion of future work are presented in Section 7. 2) A new Domain Feature-Sentiment Association algorithm that removes false positive opinions (i.e., the domain feature-sentiment pairs) that objectively describe factual information using a generated sentiment 115 lexicon for each domain feature.
Contribution
3) A new Opinion Classification algorithm that delivers enhanced opinion classification on a multi-point scale. The Opinion Classification algorithm generates an enriched set of semantic data from a modelled Semantic Knowledgebase and merge it with a statistical dataset and then use that as input into machine learning algorithms. The Opinion Classification algorithm appears to be the first study that presents such kind of combination between Semantic Knowledgebase and Machine Learning approaches for classifying opinions on a multi-point scale.
Related Work
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This section discusses related literature in opinion mining with a focus on methods for extracting domain features from natural language text reviews, and methods for classifying opinions.
Domain feature extraction
The Association Rule Mining approach, which primarily relies on Natural Language
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Processing techniques, is the most popular for domain feature extraction. Hu and Liu [16] extracted frequent nouns or noun-phrases to be domain features using an Apriori algorithm, whereas the approach by Eirinaki et al. [12] involved initially extracting nouns, and then computing the score for each noun with respect to the total number of their nearest adjectives in all reviews. Nouns with scores less than a particular threshold 135 were removed and the rest were determined to be domain features. The work done by to Ghorashi et al. [14] was similar to that of Hu and Liu [16] except that they applied the H-Mine algorithm instead of the Apriori algorithm. Yang et al. [40] extracted domain features utilising a semi-automatic constructed knowledgebase that contains the top hundreds of frequently normalized nouns and noun phrases which were extracted 140 from a collection of pre-processed reviews.
Association Rule Mining approaches extract domain features without performing human pre-processing tasks (e.g. preparing manually training dataset) because automatic natural language pre-processing is used to identify nouns and noun phrases to be domain features. However, the extracted domain features tend to be frequent 145 domain features, whereas infrequent domain features are ignored, which can result in a reduced recall rate. In addition, some of the extracted nouns and noun phrases may not be domain features even if these occur more frequently in reviews, and this can affect the precision of the domain feature extraction task.
Machine Learning approaches require large trained datasets in order to perform the 150 feature extraction with satisfactory accuracy. Zhuang et al. [42] extracted domain features by statistical analysis that is based on manually labelled reviews with the domain frequent features (key concepts and ground facts). Ma et al. [21] extracted domain features by training Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm on automatically labelled reviews with nouns or noun phrases, which were tagged via part of speech were detected by utilising dependency parse tree and Concept Net knowledgebase. 160 Thereafter, the irrelevant domain features were removed using Minimum Redundancy and Maximum Relevance techniques. In general, Machine Learning approaches deliver significant results for domain feature extraction task using training datasets that have been manually annotated by a human expert. However, this can be an extremely timeconsuming task as the required size of the training dataset should be sufficiently large 165 to bootstrap the learning algorithms. 
Multi-class classification of opinions
The problem of classifying opinions using a multi-point scale (also referred to as the rating inference problem) has been an interesting research area in the recent years. Early published research focused on binary classification of the overall polarity of the opinion, i.e., whether it is positive or negative [33] , [25] . The obtained results of such 190 studies indicated that Machine Learning algorithms outperformed humans on the task of binary classification of opinions [34] . More recently, researchers have focused on classifying opinions on multi-point scale rating using Machine Learning algorithms in particular supervised learning algorithms [39] . In general, these approaches are based on training a classifier on a dataset of features that have been extracted from textual 195 contents and the corresponding target outputs (i.e., numeric rating). Then, the built classifier is tested on a dataset of features without the target outputs. Finally, the obtained outputs are compared against the real target outputs in order to evaluate the classifier [28] , [31] , [38] . Various techniques have been developed to improve the accuracy of the classifier's results as well as decrease the dimensionality of dataset. 200 Lunardi, et al. [20] have proposed an approach for multiclass classification that is based on using Nested dichotomies algorithm to perform successive stages of binary classification processes. Asghar [5] has built various multi-class classifiers based on a combination of four types of extracted features (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams and latent semantic indexing) with four types of Machine Learning algorithms which are: Naïve 205 Bayes, Perceptron Neural Networks, logistic regression and linear Support Vector Classifier. Cosma and Acampora [7] have introduced an innovative computational intelligence framework to predict customer opinions rating, which is based on using information retrieval approaches to extract features and then using an integration of Singular Value Decomposition, dimensionality reduction, genetic algorithms and 210 different fuzzy algorithms for opinion classification on a multi-point-scale rating. The same authors have presented their updated framework via applying fuzzy C-Means and the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference algorithms for opinion classification on a multipoint-scale rating [8] . Shirani-Mehr [47] has introduced Low-Rank Recursive Neural
Tensor Networks for multi-class sentiment analysis that resulted in significant savings 215 in computational costs. Lu et al. [48] have proposed a novel P-LSTM model for sentiment classification. P-LSTM is based on a long short-term memory recurrent neural network which uses a three-word phrase embedding instead of a single word embedding for improved classification performance. utilised to build a Machine Learning classifier in order to classify the overall opinion of the reviews as positive or negative as in [32] and [36] . However, there appear to be no studies that investigate the use of Semantic Knowledgebase approaches to produce dataset of semantic features and then use it to build a Machine Learning classifier to classify the opinions on multi-point rating scale. 
Capturing domain knowledge
Opinion mining of movie reviews is considered a challenging topic because movie reviews tend to include a rich set of domain features (actors, script, plot, etc.).
Furthermore, the popularity of the movie domain provides for the opportunity to exploit the ever-increasing crowd-sourced Linked Open Data repository corresponding to the 275 movie and celebrity industry.
Using movie reviews as the target problem domain, this section describes the methodology for modelling the domain knowledge into a Semantic Knowledgebase that will be used for the domain feature extraction and opinion classification tasks. The section also describes the methodology for generating sentiment lexicons for movie's 280 features, which will be used for associating domain features with their corresponding sentiments. The conceptual model for the movie-review knowledgebase was based on the key concepts of the Movie, Opinion and Review domains and the interaction (relationships) between them as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The movie-review conceptual model was translated into a formal semantic ontology that represents the template box (T-Box) of the movie-review knowledgebase. The 
Generating sentiment lexicons for domain features
Most opinion mining approaches involve using publically available sentiment lexicons (e.g. SentiWordNet) for the domain feature-sentiment association task. Some authors developed special sentiment lexicons for specific tasks. For example, Ghiassi et al. [13] developed a sentiment lexicon that contained sentiment terms as well as 325 emoticons to be used for analysing Twitter messages. In the proposed Hybrid Semantic
Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach, 6800 positive and negative sentiments were obtained from a public repository opinion lexicon [43] and a sentiment lexicon was generated for each domain feature that belongs to the chosen movie reviews. Each generated sentiment lexicon contains a list of sentiments that can be used only to 330 express a subjective opinion for a specific domain feature. Different domain features may have a different list of sentiments. For example, the sentiment "horrific" in the sentence "It was a horrific scene" expresses a descriptive opinion on the domain feature "scene", whereas, in the sentence "It was a horrific movie" expresses a subjective opinion on the domain feature "movie". Thus, for the "scene" feature, a sentiment 335 lexicon was generated that did not contain the sentiment "horrific", whereas it was included within a generated sentiment lexicon for the "movie" feature. Moreover, each list of sentiments can be applied to the same group of domain features. Hence, one sentiment lexicon was generated for each group of domain features that have the same classification. Table 1 shows an example of some movie's features and their relevant 340 sentiments. Column 1 indicates a different group of movie's features, and column 2 indicates the relevant sentiments for each group. 
The extraction stage
The purpose of this stage is to improve the performance of the domain feature extraction and the feature-sentiment association tasks. The extraction process exploits public data sources such as DBpedia to populate the generated movie-review knowledgebase with relevant ground facts about movies, actors, directors, prizes, etc.
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Then, the movie-review knowledgebase is utilised to extract the movie's features from movie reviews. The next step deploys co-referencing to identify non-explicit domain features. The movie-review knowledgebase is used also to eliminate irrelevant (i.e., false positive) domain features. Finally, the false positive opinions that express descriptive statements have been removed using the generated sentiment lexicons for 355 each group of movie's features.
Knowledgebase population
The aim of populating the knowledgebase is to construct semantically structured information about each movie, which will be used for the domain feature extraction task. Thus, for each movie review, the proposed Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase- 
Natural language pre-processing
The main objective of this process is to obtain the linguistic and syntactic structure of the textual review. Hence, Natural Language Processing tools have been 385 implemented within the proposed Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach via the GATE framework [45] . Fig. 7 illustrates the linguistic and syntactic analysis including tokenisation, sentence splitting, part of speech tagging, morphological analysis, and syntax parsing, which were carried out by the Natural Language Processing components for the first sentence of the provided review in Fig.   390 2. domain feature and a sentiment in a sentence. For example, dependency relations are used to identify adjectival and noun subject phrases respectively, which intend to contain a domain feature and its corresponding sentiment.
Domain feature extraction
The proposed Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach 405 performs the domain feature extraction task using the proposed new Domain Feature Extraction algorithm that is illustrated in Fig. 8 , which is primarily driven by the moviereview knowledgebase.
As illustrated in the Domain Feature Extraction algorithm, the process contains the steps described below. 
Extracting non-explicit domain features using co-reference resolution process
Once domain features are identified by the movie-review knowledgebase, co-425 reference resolution is applied to identify non-explicit domain features from movie reviews such as names of people related to the movie (stars, editors, writers, etc.), which are found within the expressed opinions as single names or pronouns. According to the conducted observation in this research on movie reviews, reviewers tend to mention the full name of people at the first time of expressing opinions on them, and then only single 430 names or pronoun are mentioned to express opinions. The conducted experiment in [15] revealed that the target domain feature is presented by a pronoun within 14% of the expressed opinions. Hence, identifying such non-explicit domain features is essential to enhance the domain feature extraction task, which leads to improving the process of opinion mining at domain feature level. The proposed co-reference resolution process 435 is based on determining the orthographic relation between two names that refer to the same person in which one name is mentioned in a full name such as "Spike Lee", whereas the other name is mentioned in a single name such as "Lee" or "Spike". In addition, it is based on detecting the pronominal relation between a person name and a pronoun. For example, in the sentence "Spike Lee is a great director. Also, he is an 440 amazing actor" the anaphor "he" follows the expression to which it refers, i.e., Spike 
ASK queries
It has been observed that characteristic of reviews for movie domain is the use of uppercase letters for movie names; hence hand-crafted rules were applied to discard matched movie names that are typed in lowercase. In addition, to deal with matched 465 movie features that are typed in upper case letters (similar to movie names). For example, in the sentence "Although Spike Lee's PICTURE, for which he won an Academy Award for the writing, is arguably his best-known film, his picture MALCOLM X, starring Denzel Washington, remains my personal favorite", the term "PICTURE" points to movie name, whereas the term "picture" is a movie's feature. 470 Moreover, it has been observed that movie reviews contain opinions on movie's features such as (movie names and names of stars, writers, editors, etc.) that belong to the target movie as well as to other movies that are sometimes discussed in the review.
Hence, the relevant semantically structured ground facts about the target movie were exploited to discard irrelevant domain features. SPARQL's ASK query was used to 475 investigate each matched domain feature against the relevant semantically structured ground facts in the movie-review knowledgebase as illustrated in Fig. 9 . In the query, the extracted name of a person is checked whether it is relevant to the target movie or not (i.e., a star, writer, editor, director, producer or cinematographer, etc.). 
Sentiment extraction
In this stage, sentiments are identified using a list of sentiments (positive and negative) that were obtained from Opinion Lexicon in [43] . The particular list has been 485 used widely in many studies [16] , [19] . For example, the words (excellent, first, fresh, interesting, good, large, great, fantastic and amazing) were extracted from the provided review in Fig. 2 and annotated as sentiments. Following the identification of sentiments, the shifter "not" is located nearby to the sentiment "great". Hence, the sentiment is modified to be "not great" with a score of -1. As shown in Fig. 10 , the modification process was performed using hand-crafted JAPE (Java Annotation Patterns Engine)
rules. JAPE provides finite state transduction over annotations based on regular expressions [37] . 
Classification process
The classification process implemented in this stage aims to addresses the rating inference problem on a multi-point scale (i.e., opinion classification) by integrating an 500 enriched set of semantic data generated from the modelled movie-review knowledgebase with a statistical dataset contains the frequency of the refined term in textual reviews; the integrated data is then used to train machine learning classification algorithms.
Domain feature-sentiment association
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In this stage, the extracted filtered domain features are associated with their corresponding extracted sentiments (feature-sentiment pairs). In other words, in each review all the mentioned statements that contain sentiments about the domain features are identified. The association process was initially performed by implementing dependency pattern rules (see Table 2 ) using the syntactical structure of the content 510 where the grammatical relationships between tokens in a sentence are identified such as "amod" and "nsubj" for adjectival phrase (i.e., serves to modify the meaning of the noun phrase such as "great script") and noun subject phrase (i.e., the syntactic subject of a clause such as "the actor is good") respectively. Then, retaining only the patterns that contain both domain feature and sentiment. Finally, the associated feature-515 sentiment pairs (i.e., retained patterns) that hold descriptive statements were discarded using the generated sentiment lexicons for the domain features. For example, using the review example in Fig. 11 , the opinion phrase "first movie" represents a descriptive statement, hence, it is discarded. Other opinion phrases such as "excellent movie, the script is good, great Katie Virant, she is fantastic, performance is amazing" represent 520 subjective statements, and because their domain features are associated with their sentiments they are retained. A new Domain Feature-Sentiment Association algorithm, shown in Fig. 12 , illustrates the association process in detail. 
Domain feature polarity
In this phase, the polarity of each extracted domain feature that has been associated with its sentiment in the previous stage is calculated using the sentiment aggregation the right relation between a domain feature and a sentiment, but may not always yield accurate results, as the associated dependency patterns do not cover all the sentiments and shifters that express the opinion [11] . For example, in sentences "It is a great movie, however, it is not", "I do not think that this movie is great" and "I am not sure whether this movie is good or not", the dependency relations can be used to identify the 540 underlined opinion phrases in order to associate domain features with their sentiments.
However, the dependency relations cannot be used to accurately indicate the polarity score because they do not take into account the negation shifters. The sentiment aggregation Score function as presented in Function (1) . / ∈.
(1) Let S be a sentence (e.g. I do not think that this movie is great) that contains a set of domain features fi (e.g. movie), and a set of sentiments sj (e.g. not and great); let sj .sv be the assigned score value to si (e.g. not=-1 and great = +1); and let dist(sj ,fi ) be the distance between sj and fi (e.g. 4 steps between not and movie; and 2 steps between movie and great). The multiplicative inverse (sj .sv ÷ dist(sj ,fi )) is used to give lower weights to 555 the extracted sentiments sj that are far away from the extracted domain feature fi . Finally, the domain feature fi is assigned the final calculated polarity score after summing the multiplicative inverse of each fi and sj (e.g. ((-1÷4) + (1÷2)) = 0.25) as well as it is assigned the polarity level (e.g. positive) using the condition below:
• Polarity level= Very Positive if 0.5 < polarity score ≤ 1
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• Polarity level= Positive if 0 < polarity score ≤ 0.5
• Polarity level= Neutral if polarity score = 0
• Polarity level= Negative if -0.5 <polarity score < 0
• Polarity level= Very Negative if -1 ≥ polarity score ≤ -0.5
Dealing with negation terms or shifters such as not, no, never, none, nobody,
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nowhere and neither can be sometimes problematic when these shifters are mentioned without the associated succeeding sentiments [11] . That is because there are not any fixed rules for them. Therefore, they were treated as sentiments by assigning them a negative score value -1 and counting their distance from the specified domain feature, then aggregate them with other scores. Whereas the score of each sentiment that is 570 preceded by a shifter in case they are adjacent such as (not good) was shifted (+1 to -1 or -1 to +1). Then, the sentiment aggregation, Function (1) was applied.
Knowledgebase enrichment
In this stage, the initial movie-review knowledgebase that was used to bootstrap the domain feature extraction process is further enriched with new semantic information 575 related to the analysed review and the corresponding extracted domain features. Firstly, the review ID and the name of reviewer who wrote the review were inserted into the movie-review knowledgebase. Secondly, new semantic relations are injected into the movie-review knowledgebase for each extracted domain feature that was associated with a sentiment. The resulting movie-review knowledgebase will be accumulatively enriched with the semantically annotated movie's features and sentiments extracted from the review, and hence will represent a valuable resource not only for predicting general opinion about a movie, but also for sophisticated retrieval of opinions associated with a specific 595 movie's feature. For instance, the movie-review knowledgebase should be able to answer a query about movies with the favourable screenplay, filtered by a specific genre, actor, origin, etc.
Opinion classification
In order to use the enriched movie-review knowledgebase for conducting the opinion 600 classification task, it was necessary to represent the semantic information of the enriched movie-review knowledgebase in a semantic feature matrix; which will be input into the Machine Learning algorithm after merging it with another statistical feature matrix that are generated from the same analysed reviews via applying standard Vector Space Model [29] . A new Opinion Classification algorithm illustrates the 605 classification process in detail as showed in Fig. 14 
. As illustrated in the Opinion
Classification algorithm, the process contains the steps described below. An example of the average polarity in 5) above is that the average polarity value will be '1' for a grouped domain feature i in a review j when the grouped domain features i 625 (e.g. script, story, screenplay) were extracted from a review j and associated with their corresponding sentiments (e.g. "the beauty of the script", "lovely story", "the screenplay was fantastic"), and their calculated polarity values are +1, +1 and +1. Table 3 presents the generated semantic feature matrix from few examples of movie reviews that are listed below. The matrix presents the total number of extracted domain features (F1), positive sentiments (F2) and negative sentiments (F3); the frequency of each sentiment that is used to express subjective opinions in each review (F4, F5, F6 (F11, F12 and F13 for the group movie and film; the group performance and acting; and the group script and story respectively).
Generating the semantic feature matrix
• Review1: I liked this movie … the beauty of the script… horrific scene.
• Review2: This movie is great … the performance is amazing.
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• Review3: I hate this movie … the performance is very bad.
• Review4: The story is not great … the acting is amazing.
• Review5: This is a nice film … the acting is great.
4.3.4.2
Generating a statistical feature matrix The generated statistical features represent the frequency of the refined terms in 675 textual reviews. Let mxn be a statistical feature by review matrix Smxn= [si j] where each row i holds the frequency of the refined term in textual reviews, and each column j represents a textual review. Hence, each cell si j of S contains the frequency value (i.e., 0 for the absence or 1 for the presence) at which a term i appears in a review j. The statistical values contained in Matrix S were generated from the textual reviews as 680 follows:
1) Tokenising each review's contents into a list of tokens;
2) Filtering the list of tokens by removing stop words, punctuations marks, semicolons, colons, numbers, tokens with length equal to one, tokens contain numbers and tokens that occur in only one review; 685 3) Stemming the list of filtered tokens by formatting each token to its root and converting each token to lowercase letters; and 4) Creating a Vector Space Model [29] that represents the frequency of each refined token across all reviews. Table 4 presents the generated statistical feature matrix from few examples of movie 690 reviews that are listed below. The matrix presents the frequency value of the refined terms that occur in more than one review (T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 for the refined terms movie, great, performance, amazing and acting respectively).
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• Review5: This is a nice film … the acting is great. 
Merging semantic and statistical feature matrices
The matrix Fmxn and Smxn were concatenated together horizontally to produce a new matrix FSmxn, in which concatenates rows of matrix F with rows of matrix S as both matrices have the same number of rows. Hence, the generated new matrix is considered a 'review 705 by a semantic-statistical feature' matrix FSmxn=[fsi j] where each row i represents a textual review, and each column j holds a semantic feature or a statistical feature as illustrated in Table 5 . After concatenating matrices, normalisation process was performed by deploying feature scaling (i.e., each column) and instance scaling (i.e., each raw).
Finally, the normalized FS matrix was passed to machine learning classifiers such as 710 Support Vector Machine in order to result the rating inference for each review. R   F1  F2  F3  …  F13  T1  T2  T3  T4  T5   R1  3  2  1  …  5 
Experimental Evaluation
This section presents the conducted experiments on a movie review dataset as a case 
Datasets
A dataset of movie reviews [44] was used for the experiments, and this dataset has been widely used in the sentiment analysis literature [4] , [18] , [26] . The dataset contains 725 1770 reviews written by the same author. Each review is accompanied by a numerical rating based on its polarity. Table 6 presents the characteristics of the chosen dataset. In terms of the evaluation of opinion classification task, the downloaded dataset contains 1770 movie reviews and their corresponding numerical ratings for 3-class classification (0, 1and 2). The numerical ratings of the chosen dataset will be used as reviews' rating baseline to evaluate the obtained reviews' rating via the proposed Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach. 745 
Methodology
The obtained movie reviews were processed using the proposed Hybrid Semantic
Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach. Firstly, the modelled movie-review knowledgebase was populated with relevant ground facts from public datasets. Then, the movie reviews were processed linguistically and syntactically to tokenise, tag and 750 lemmatise words as well as to determine the relation between them. After that, the target domain features were extracted from reviews and filtered to remove irrelevant extracted domain features by the proposed Domain Feature Extraction algorithm. In addition, sentiments were extracted from movie reviews and then modified to take into account any preceding shifters that might modify their polarity. Thereafter, the filtered 755 domain features were associated with their corresponding sentiments using the proposed Domain Feature-Sentiment Association algorithm, and then their polarities were counted. Further, the movie-review knowledgebase was enriched with the obtained new semantic information and relations that belong to the processed movie reviews and the extracted domain features from them. Then, the semantic matrix F was 760 generated from the movie-review knowledgebase, and it was merged with the statistical matrix S that was generated via standard Vector Space Model [29] . Finally, the matrix FS was normalised by deploying feature scaling (i.e., each column) and instance scaling (i.e., each raw). After that, the normalised FS matrix was used to build a Support Vector
Machine and Naïve Bayes classifiers to classify each review at numerical rating scale. 765 
Experimental results
This subsection describes the results of the domain feature extraction task, the domain feature-sentiment association task, and the opinion classification task.
Evaluation of the domain feature extraction task
The evaluation is based on comparing the performance of the proposed Domain Feature Extraction algorithm against the prepared domain feature baseline results as well as against two existing approaches that adopt Semantic Knowledgebase technique.
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In particular, three experiments were performed using the proposed Domain Feature
Extraction algorithm on the same selected sentences from the downloaded reviews for three modelled knowledgebases. In the first experiment (EXP1), the modelled movie- 
The results evidenced that this step improved the precision of the domain feature 820 extraction process as the number of the retrieved domain feature before filtering was 525 and after filtering was 407, and hence 118 of the retrieved were detected as nonrelevant and removed. Based on the experiment EXP1, all of the 118 non-relevant domain features were movie's domain ground facts such as names of star, writer, editor, etc. As well as names of movies, however, these ground facts were determined as non-825 relevant because they are not relevant to the reviewed movie in a particular review.
Consequently, performing a query about each extracted domain feature through the movie-review knowledgebase that was sourced via Linked Open Data resources can help to determine whether the retrieved domain feature is relevant to the reviewed movie or not.
Evaluation of the domain feature-sentiment association task
In this experiment, the proposed Domain Feature-Sentiment Association algorithm was evaluated against feature-sentiment pairs baseline. As described in Section 4.3.1, the proposed Domain Feature-Sentiment Association algorithm associates the extracted filtered domain features with their corresponding extracted sentiments (domain feature-835 sentiment pairs) using dependency pattern rules, which is similar to the approach published in [1] and [2] . The novelty of the Domain Feature-Sentiment Association algorithm is that it discards the associated domain feature-sentiment pairs that hold descriptive statements using the generated sentiment lexicons for domain features, and it retains the associated domain feature-sentiment pairs that hold subjective statements.
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Hence, two experiments were performed on the same selected sentences from the downloaded reviews. In the first experiment, the domain features-sentiment pairs were obtained using dependency pattern rules and without performing the filtering process, whereas in the second experiment, the domain features-sentiment pairs were obtained enhance both domain feature extraction and feature-sentiment association processes.
Results of the opinion classification task
In this experiment, the proposed Opinion Classification algorithm was evaluated for the multi-class classification of movie reviews. The aim is to determine whether adding additional semantic features to a pure dataset of statistical features can result in higher 885 classification accuracy, as opposed to using a statistical dataset containing the frequencies of features.
The additional semantic features were generated from the movie-review knowledgebase after pre-processing the reviews by the Hybrid Semantic Knowledgebase-Machine Learning approach. For the evaluation, the reviews were classified using three (Statistical, Semantic, and Statistical-Semantic) datasets. The
Statistical dataset is generated using standard Vector Space Model [29] ; it contains the frequency number of each extracted word per a review (that is zero for the absence of the word or one for the present of the word). The Semantic dataset contains the valuable semantic information about the extracted domain features, which was retrieved from 895 the enriched movie-review knowledgebase. The Statistical-Semantic dataset is a result of merging the Statistical and Semantic datasets.
Each dataset was input into the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [27] and Naïve Bayes (NB) [22] classifiers, and classification performance was evaluated. Both classifiers were tuned using the linear kernel function. The obtained results were 900 compared against the reviews' numerical ratings on a scale [0, 1 and 2] for 3-class classification. Functions (6), (7) and (8) were used to compute each of Precision, Recall and F-measure respectively for evaluating classification performance.
Precision= |{relevant reviews} ∩ {retrieved reviews}| |{retrieved reviews}| (6) Recall= |{relevant reviews} ∩ {retrieved reviews}| |{relevant reviews}|
F-measure= 2 * Precision * Recall Precision + Recall (8) The results indicate that the performance of both the SVM and NB classifiers improved when they were trained using the Statistical-Semantic dataset as opposed to using the other datasets. by the SVM classifier. In particular, accuracy using SVM was 0.5%, 0.7%, and 0.4% 915 higher for the Statistical, Semantic, and Statistical-Semantic datasets respectively, when using the SVM as opposed to when using the NB approach. Table 9 presents the improvement of both classifiers SVM and NB when using the Statistical-Semantic dataset against Statistical dataset and Semantic dataset respectively. There was a noticeable improvement of both classifies on each of precision, recall and f-measure of the classified reviews per a rating class as well as in 930 a total. For example, when using Statistical-Semantic dataset instead of Statistical dataset, the improvement was from +1% to +6% for the classified reviews using SVM classifier, and from +1% to +8% for the classified reviews using NB classifier. Hence, complementing the Statistical dataset with the Semantic dataset enhanced the quality of the training data and resulted in improving the performance of opinion classification 935 task. 
OVER VIEW OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH AND ITS
945
APPLICATIONS
This paper presents a new hybrid approach for semantically extracting and analysing opinions from unstructured online reviews. The proposed approach integrates a Semantic Knowledgebase and Machine Learning approaches to improve the actionable intelligence extraction and analysis of opinions from unstructured domain reviews. The above described methodology is applicable to other domains provided that the following two conditions is fulfilled:
1) Construction of a semantic knowledgebase that contains comprehensive 995 knowledge of the problem domain.
2) The problem domain should has similar characteristics to the movie reviews domain in terms of the volume and quality of the domain's semantic information. For example, Twitter has become the most popular sources for conducting researches on sentiment analysis because it is very convenient 1000 to collect the activity of users. However, Twitter allows users to view and share limited character messages with the public, which would pose a challenge because the volume and quality of the semantic information within these posts are significantly less than within textual reviews (i.e., represent elaborate reviews written by expert critics). As in this research 1005 the analysed domain reviews represent elaborate reviews written by expert critics.
CONCLUSION
Opinions play an important role in supporting consumers make decisions about purchasing products or services. Opinion mining tools are needed to enable users to tasks. In future work we will apply the proposed Semantic Knowledgebase approach on larger datasets to facilitate the need for Deep Learning approaches, and to evaluate
